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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we continue our study of &groups begun in [19]. Here, a 
o-group is a group of order 2a3b17c such that every proper simple section is 
isomorphic to PSL,( 17). 
The main of the present paper is the following 
THEOREM. Let G be a simple e-group such that all 2-local subgroups are 
2-constrained. Then the following hold. 
(a) 3 E 7ri U 7r2 . 
(b) All 3-local subgroups are solvable. 
For convenience, the numbering of lemmas, sections, and references is a 
continuation of [ 191. 
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
For the remainder of the paper we will be mainly concerned with the proof 
of the theorem, so from now on G is a minimal counterexample to the theorem. 
Thus G enjoys all of the properties of [19, Propositions 0, 001. We collect 
together some further properties of G: 
LEMMA 4.0. G satisfies the following. 
(a) Each 2-local subgroup of G hasp-rank at most 2, p = 3, 17. 
(b) Each proper subgroup of G has at most one nonsolvable composition 
factor. 
(c) Either 17~uror 17~aan7ra. 
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Proof. (a) is of course the Main Theorem of [19], while (b) and (c) were 
established during the course of proving (a). 
We begin the proof of the theorem with the next crucial lemma. It shows 
that G cannot be a “thin” group, and so makes our task considerably easier. 
LEMMA&l. 36~5. 
Proof. By Proposition O(b) G has a nonsolvable 2-local subgroup, so there 
is a 2-group F # 1 such that N = N,(F) is nonsolvable and such that 
/ F / is maximal subject to this condition. Thus F = O,(N), and F is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of S(N). Let R be a Sylow 3-subgroup of N. As we are trying to 
prove that 3 E ~a we may as well assume that R is cyclic. Now suppose that 
C,(R,) contains a 4-group V, where R, = Q,(R), and set C = C(R,). As C 
has 3-rank at least 2 (since 3 6 7~~ by Proposition O(c)) we may assume that 
O,(C) = O,,(C). Similarly, we may assume that C is solvable. So I’ acts 
faithfully on some Sylow 3-subgroup P of O(C). Clearly then, some involution 
of V centralizes a noncyclic subgroup of P, so in any case 3 E ua . 
Thus we only need prove that C,(R,) h as rank at least 2, so suppose that 
this is false. Suppose to begin with that S(N) = O,(N) has noncyclic Sylow 
17-subgroups. By Lemma 4.0(c) we get 17 E ~a, and so N/S(N) has a sub- 
group isomorphic to SL,( 17). In this case the maximality of F is contradicted, 
so we may assume that O,(N) has cyclic Sylow 17-subgroups, so F = O,(N) 
admits the faithful action of PSL,( 17). 
Let 2 = Q,(Z(F)) and suppose that 12 1 > 4. Then [Z, R,] f 1, so 2 
admits the faithful action of PSL,( 17). By the 2-modular theory of PSL,( 17) 
(see [18]), we have m(CZ(R,,)) 2 2, a contradiction. So j 2 / = 2, that is 
Z(F) is cyclic. For the same reason, we have that m(C,,,(,)(R,)) > 2, so 
C,(R,J is noncyclic, so C,(R,,) is a generalized quaternion group. Hence, 
Z(F) = 2. Let 2, = Z,(F), with za = 2,/Z and W = Q,(&). If / W j > 8 
then W admits the faithful action of PSLa(17). W must be an irreducible 
PSL,( 17)-module, so by [18] we get / W 1 = 28. Thus the inverse image of 
W, say W, , is extra-special, so must be the central product of four quaternion 
groups. But then WI has no automorphisms of order 17, contradiction. So in 
fact / W / = 4, and WI s Q8. But now we get that C(R,) n C&W,) is non- 
cyclic, so again C,(R,) has rank of at least 2. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 4.1. 
LEMMA 4.2. 3 E n2 . 
Proof. Otherwise, we have SCNa(3) # o . As in Lemma 4.1, let 1 # F 
be a 2-group with N = N(F) nonsolvable and 1 F I maximal subject to this. 
If R is a Sylow 3-subgroup of O,,,(N) then R z 2, , R, = Ql(R) centralizes 
a 4-group V of F, and we can choose V < Z(F) unless Z(F) is cyclic. 
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Let C = C(R,). Then C has 3-rank at least 3, so O,(C) = O,,(C) by 
Lemma 4.0(a) and C is 3-constrained. We deduce that some ZI E I’+ centralizes 
an element of ‘@I(3) contained in O,,,,(C). Let A E 2X(3) be centralized by v, 
and set L = C,(v), H = O,(L). NOW if a E A# then C,(a) has 3-rank at 
least 3 and hence is 3-constrained. Having attained the conditions of [12, 
Theorem A], we deduce from that result that H is of symplectic type of 
width at most 4. The proof of [12, Theorem D], in particular that of Lemma 
3.6, then yields that H is actually extra-special and is a central product of 
quaternion groups. Because of this, we find that L must be a (2,3}-group. 
Hence, CN(v) is a (2, 3}-group, so Qn,(Z(F)) admits the faithful action of 
PSL,(17), so @2,(2(F))) > 8. But m(H) = 5, so 
so O,,,(L) has 3-rank at least 3. This contradicts Lemma 4. I, and the lemma is 
proved. 
We have thus established part (a) of the main theorem. From now on, we 
will assume that (b) is false, so that G has a nonsolvable 3-local subgroup. 
As 3 E ~a by Lemma 4.2 all nonsolvable 3-locals are necessarily non-3-con- 
strained, so G contains an element x of order 3 such that C = C,(x) is non- 
3-constrained. 
We further set C = C/O,(C). Hence F*(C) = O,(C) x E(C) where 
Oa(C) is cyclic and (.?) = &(Oa(C)). Moreover F*(C) contains a Sylow 
3-subgroup P of C, where P is a Sylow 3-subgroup of C. Set P,, = 
P n O,,,,(C) so that P,, is cyclic of order 3”, a > 1. Hence, P is abelian of 
type (3a, 32). We retain all of this notation for the rest of this paper. 
LEMMA 4.3. One of the following holds 
(a) P is a Sylow 3-subgroup of G. 
(b) a < 2 and Sylow 3-subgroups of G have order at most 35. 
Proof. Suppose that a > 3. Then (x) = Q,(W(P)) and (a) obviously 
holds. Thus, assuming that (a) fails, we must have a < 2. 
Let P* be a Sylow 3-subgroup of G containing P. As P* is nonabelian then 
P* > P. Set Q = QI(P) and suppose that Q 4 P*. Then 1 P* 1 = 
3 j C,,(Q)1 = 3 j P” j < 35 as required. Hence we may assume that Q 43 P*, 
so a = 1 and Cp*(z) is abelian of type (3, 32). 
Choose U E @(P*). As x $ C,,(U) we now get P* = C&U)(x). If P* 
has maximal class then every element y E P* - C,,(U) satisfies 1 C,,( y)j = 9. 
As x does not satisfy this requirement we conclude that P* does not have 
maximal class. Since 3 E ~a by Lemma 4.2 it follows from results of Blackburn 
(cf. [lo, Satz 12.41 and the comments which follow it) that 1 P*: Z(P*)/ ,( 27. 
Since Z(P*) < P the lemma follows. 
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HYPOTHESIS 4.1. Sylow 3-subgroups of G are abelian. 
We assume Hypothesis 4.1 until further notice. We begin with 
LEMMA 4.4. The following hold. 
(a) 1 N((x)): C / = 2. 
(b) N((x))/O,,,,(C) has 2-rank at least 2. 
Proof. With the previous notation, P is a Sylow 3-subgroup of G by 
Hypothesis 4.1, so P = PO x PI where PI = P n O,,,,(C). Now there is 
an element u E N,(P) such that u centralizes PO and inverts PI . By Burnside’s 
transfer theorem (u) does not cover N(P)/C(P), and so N(P)/C(P) contains 
a 4-group. Now part (a) is immediate while (b) is a simple consequence of (a). 
The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 4.5. O,(C) = O,(C). 
Proof. Suppose false, in which case O,(C) has a nontrivial P-invariant 
Sylow 17-subgroup Q. Extend Q to an element Q* EM&P; 17) and set 
N = N(Q*). Hence Q* = O,,(N), N is nonsolvable, and by Lemma 4.4(b) 
and a Frattini argument N has 2-rank at least 2. 
Next we show that N is 17-constrained, so suppose false. Then N contains 
an involution i which centralizes Q*, so m(Q*) = 1 by Lemma 4.0(c). 
Hence PO centralizes a Sylow 17-subgroup Q** of N and Q** is abelian of 
rank 2. By the same argument we have that N(Q**) is 17-constrained with 
Sylow 3-subgroup PO . But Q** is self-centralizing in any Sylow 17-subgroup 
of G which contains it, so that the P x Q lemma yields 
F’o , %,,,W(Q**))l G %W(Q**N 
in which case P,, < O,,(N(Q**)). It follows that PO centralizes a Sylow 
17-subgroup of N(Q**), so Q** is a Sylow 17-subgroup of G. But then we 
get that 1 G: C(P,,)/ is a power of 2, against Proposition O(d). This contradic- 
tion shows that N is 17-constrained. 
Finally, as N contains a 4-group V we have Q* = (Co*(=u)j v E V#>. If 
m(Q*) = 2 then [P,, , Q*] = 1. In this case P,, centralizes a Sylow 17-sub- 
group of N, and we gain a contradiction as in the last paragraph. On the other 
hand if m(Q*) 3 3 then Co,(v) is cyclic for each ZI E V# by Lemma 4.0(c), so 
m(Q*/+(Q*)) < 3. So again PO centralizes Q*, and we are done as before. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Let K be a Sylow 17-subgroup of C. By the last lemma, K has order 17. 
Let L = N,(K) and fix this notation. Observe that P,, is a Sylow 3-subgroup 
of L. We next prove 
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LEMMA 4.6. L is 17-constrained. 
Proof. Suppose false. Then P, centralizes a Sylow 17-subgroup of 
O,,,,l,(L) which must therefore be K. So Sylow 17-subgroups ofL are abelian 
of type (17, 17). By Proposition 00, Sylow 17-subgroups of G are nonabelian. 
It follows that K is not G-conjugate to any subgroup of O,,,,,(L), for if 2 
is a Sylow 17-subgroup of O,,,,,(L) with K* a Sylow 17-subgroup of G 
containing K x 2 then Z = Z(N,,(K x Z)). 
Next we show that O,(L) = I, so suppose false. Extending O,(L) to an 
element Q E kI,*(K x Z; 2) with N = N(Q) we find that N is nonsolvable 
with Sylow 17-subgroup K x Z. On the other hand a standard argument 
yields that O,,,(C(K x Z)) is transitive on E&*(K x Z, K; 2), so as Q lies 
in this set then {Q} = &(K x Z, K; 2). We then get N,,(K x Z) < N, a 
contradiction. Thus O,(L) = 1. 
Now there is a 2-element of C which inverts K, so as O,(L) = 1 there is an 
involution t E C which inverts K. Also, there is an involution s E E(L) which 
inverts Z. As K + Z then N(K x Z) is solvable, so as (s, t) normalizes 
K x Z it normalizes a Sylow 17-subgroup of N(K x Z) and hence (s, t) 
normalizes a Sylow 17-subgroup K* of G which contains K x Z. As K + Z 
then Z = Z(K*) and K* has maximal class. We have K = C’,,(U) and thus 
K* = C,,(U)K with C,,(U) b 1’ a e ian. Next, CL(t) is nonsolvable with Sylow 
3-subgroup P0 , so the same is true of C,(t). If C(t) has 17-rank at least 2 
then 17 E rs by Lemma 4.0(c), in which case t centralizes a Sylow 17-subgroup 
of G. As this contradicts the fact that O,(L) = 1 we deduce that C(t) has cyclic 
Sylow 17-subgroups. As P,, centralizes no proper 17-subgroup of C(t) then 
Z is a Sylow 17-subgroup of C(t). In particular if C,,(U) = K,, then since 
K,, = CKo(t) x CKu(St) we have K0 = Z x CKO(St). By Lemma 4.0(c) 
CKO(St) is cyclic, so as Z = Z(K*) then CK,(St) has order 17. Hence, K* = 
K,,K is extra-special of order 17”. 
Now with t as above, we have seen that C(t) is nonsolvable with Sylow 17- 
subgroup Z. As in Lemma 4.1 we have that C(Z) n O,(C(t)) contains a 
4-group. It follows that O,(C(Z)) # 1, and in particular H,(K*; 2) # (1). 
Choose F EI?&*(K*; 2) and set M = N,(F). Suppose that M contains a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G. As P, is a Sylow 3-subgroup ofL then 1 P 1 = 34 and 
so / G : M j < 34. In this case G c+ Csl , so Sylow 17-subgroups of G are 
elementary abelian. This is a contradiction, so M does not contain a Sylow 
2-subgroup of G. 
Now if M is solvable then by [16, Lemma 4.41 we get the existence of a 
characteristic subgroup 1 f X of a Sylow 2-subgroup M7, of M permutable 
with K* with X 4 M,K*. In this case we easily find that M contains a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G, against the previous paragraph. It follows that M is 
nonsolvable. But we have FE &*(K, ; 2) for all Kx E E?(K*), and moreover 
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K* n O,,,,(M) E Q(K*). Applying [16, Lemma 4.41 to the group O,,,,(M) Ma 
where iVI, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of M, we get the existence of a characteristic 
subgroup X # 1 of M, with X 4 O,,,,(M) M, . Hence N(X) = N(F) = M 
forces Mz to again be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. This contradiction completes 
the proof of Lemma 4.6. 
LEMMA 4.7. O,(L) = 1. 
Proof. Otherwise O,(L) f 1, so 17 E ms by Lemma 4.0(a). Now K is a 
Sylow 17-subgroup of C, which forces K to be the center of a Sylow 
17-subgroup of O,,,,,,(L). This in turn implies that L contains a Sylow 17- 
subgroup of G, say K*, and that ki(K*; 2) # (I}. Letting FE &*(K*; 2) 
with M = N(F), we find as in the last lemma that M contains a Sylow 2- 
subgroup of G. Thus G = MP. But we may choose F to contain O,(L), in 
which case M contains P, . Then nuEG M* = nzED M” >, P,, against the 
simplicity of G. This contradiction proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.8. N((x))/O,,,(C) e PGL,(17). 
Proof. Suppose false. Then N((x))/O,,,(C) contains a subgroup iso- 
morphic to Z, x PSL,(l7) by Lemma 4.4(a). It follows that N((x)) n N(K) 
has 2-rank at least 2. Let H be a Hall (2, 3}-subgroup of N((x)) n N(K) 
which contains P, , and set F = O,(H). Note that H is faithful on B = 
O,,(N(K)) by Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7. 
Suppose first of all that there is an involution i E H which inverts P, . 
As no involution of PGL,(17)-PSLa(17) . inverts a Sylow 17-subgroup of 
PSL,(17) then [i, K] = 1. As (PO , ;) is a dihedral group we find that 
7n(Cg(i)) 3 2. This forces 17 E ~a by Lemma 4.0(c), whence [i, B] = 1. 
This is a contradiction which proves that i cannot exist. Hence all involutions 
of H lie in F, so m(F) > 2. By Lemma 4.0(c) and [17, Lemma 5.341 we find 
that in fact m(F) = 2. 
If [F, ~1 = 1, the fact that C,( f ) is cyclic for f E F* forces [x, B] = 1, 
contradiction. Hence [F, ~1 f 1. Since m(F) = 2 and C,(x) # 1 then F is 
of symplectic type, in which case F g Z,n * Qs and C,(x) = Z(F). Let 1 + u 
be a 2-element with u E N&P,) -F. S ince there are no involutions in 
F(u) -F then (Z(F), ti) is either cyclic or generalized quaternion. However, 
as [x, K] = 1 then [x, F*, K] = 1, so F(u)/C,(K) is isomorphic to a proper 
quotient of (Z(F), u), hence is either cyclic, dihedral, or a 4-group. As 
F(u)/C,(K) covers a Sylow 2-subgroup of N((.r)) n N(K)/O,,,(C) this is 
impossible. The lemma is hence proved. 
LEMMA 4.9. The following hold. 
(a) %(P; 2) f Cl>. 
(b) If F ~kl,*(P; 2) and C,(x) = 1 then N,(F) is solvabZe. 
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Proof. In proving (a) we may clearly assume that O,(C) = 1, in which 
case P = C(P) by Lemma 4.8. In this case let I’ be a 4-group of E(C) such 
that N( 11) n P n E(C) + 1. Then setting ( y) = N( I’) n P n E(C) we 
have that P,, x (y) is a Sylow 3-subgroup of N( I’). Set D == O,(N( V)). Then 
we can choose a E PO x (y) - P, with C,(a) #= I, [Co(a), P,] = C,(U). 
Now if i P,, ~ 3 9 then C,(a) < O,(C(u)) and (a) follows in this case, so 
we may assume that P, has order 3. If 1 C,(u)1 3 8 we get 
Cd4 n OdC(4) f 1, 
either by Lemma 4.8 if C(u) is nonsolvable or directly if C(u) is solvable. 
So we may assume that 1 C’,(u)1 = 4 f or every such choice of a. Now we have 
<y> = W(P), so as / P ,, 1 = 3 then C(y) is solvable. Hence if C,(y) # 1 
then C,(y) < O,(C(y)) and (a) f 11 o ows. So we may also assume that 
C,(y) = 1. It follows that D = (C,( a a E Pox(y), (a) f (y)) has order )I 
at most 4”. 
Next, X(V) is a solvable 17’-group, so we get N(V) = D(N(P) n N(V)) 
Since C(P) = P and (y) is weakly closed in P then Sylow 2-subgroups of 
N(P) are either of order 2 or 4. Thus N(P) < N((x)) by Lemma 4.8, and it 
follows that N(P) n N(V) = P( ) ‘i w ere i is an involution inverting ( y) and h 
centralizing PO . 
Finally, as i inverts (y) and C,(y) == 1, we obtain from [20, Lemma 2.31 
that D is characteristic in D(i). It follows that D(i) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
G. This is absurd, so part (a) is established. 
Now choose F E&*(P; 2) with C,(X) = 1, set M = N(F), and suppose 
that ng is nonsolvable. Then F = O,(M), 1 f P n O,,,(nP) is cyclic, and 
M/O,,,(M) s PGLa(17) or PSLa(17) by Lemma 4.8. 
If C(Z(F)) is nonsolvable we must have m(Z(F)) > 2, otherwise 
C,(Z(F)) # 1. Thus if Ki is a Sylow 17-subgroup of M then C(K,) has 
2-rank at least 2. Lemma 4.0(c) now forces 17 E ~a , and Lemma 4.7 (applied 
to N(Ki)) yields a contradiction. It follows that C(Z(F)) is solvable, and then 
a simple argument yields Je( T) < F for T a Sylow 2-subgroup of M. Thus T 
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Suppose to begin with that x E O,,,(M). As C,(x) = 1 then C,(K) = 1 by 
the argument of the last paragraph (we may assume that K < O,,,(M) 
without loss). So there is an involution i inverting K and centralizing X. 
Returning to the group L = N(K), B = O,,(L), we have K = Cs(x), while 
C,(i) is cyclic by Lemmas 4.0(c) and 4.7. This forces C,(i) = 1, so that B is 
abelian. If -V(B) is nonsolvable then as N(K) < N(B) then N(B) has 2-rank 2. 
As C’o~~(~))(i) = 1 as before we get m(O,,(N(B))) = 2 by Lemma 4.0(c). 
But then [x, B] = 1, contradiction. Thus N(B) is solvable. This forces N(B) 
to have 17-length 1, so N(B) is 17-closed. As i inverts O,,(N(B)) then it 
follows. that B = O,,(N(B)) IS a S-71 v ow 17-subgroup of G. But now we have 
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G = MG, so &EC Mg 3 K, against the simplicity of G. We have shown that 
x 4 %&‘G 
Let (y) = Qi(P n O,,,(M)). The argument of the previous paragraph 
shows that C,(y) f I, that is F EI&*(P, y; 2). Now a standard argument 
together with Lemma 4.8 shows that O&C(P)) is transitive on I&*(P, y; 2). 
As O,(C(P)) is a 2-group by Lemma 4.5 then(F) = I&*(P, y; 2). By Lemma 
4.4(a) we find that M/O,,,(M) E PGL,(17). Now if x E O,,,(M) then 
J,(x) # 1 as in Lemma 4.1, a contradiction. So (x) < O,,,(M). As 
M/O,,,(M) z PGL,(17), then (x) is conjugate to a second subgroup (x1) of 
P within M, with (xi) # (x). Thus, setting {yi) = L$(P n O,,,(M)), the 
subgroups of P of order 3 are precisely (x), (x1), (y), (yi). Observe 
also that C,(yi) # I, since C,(X) = C,(x,) = 1. 
Now we find that F E&*(P,~~ ; 2) and then by transitivity that {F} = 
&*(P, y1 ; 2). If y - yr in G then y - yr in N(P) by a result of Burnside. 
But if n E N(P) satisfies y” = y’ then F” = F, which is absurd. So y + yr 
in G. On the other hand if (y) is weakly closed in P with respect to G then 
N(P) < N(F). But this is false, as N((x)) contains a 4-group Y of N(P), 
and P is visibly not in M. We deduce that (y) - (x) - (xi). Thus iy,) is 
weakly closed in P, which forces one of the remaining subgroups of order 3 
in P to be weakly closed. This is absurd, so the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 4.10. H,(P; 2) contains a unique maximal element. 
Proof. Because Lemma 4.8 holds, a standard argument yields that 
O,,(C(P)) is transitive on J&*(P, y; 2) whenever y E P#. But O,,(C(P)) is a 
2-group by Lemma 4.5, so EIG*(P, y; 2) contains a unique element whenever 
y E Pg. Hence, if the lemma is false, then kI,*(P; 2) contains exactly two 
elements, say F, FI . Moreover we may assume that C,(x) = 1 and C,Jx) # 1. 
As CF1(x) f- 1 then err(x) < O,(C(x)) by Lemma 4.8, and it follows that 
Ni = N,(F,) is a maximal 2-local subgroup of G containing N((x)). Let Ti 
be a Sylow 2-subgroup of Ni . If Z(F,) is cyclic then 1 G : C,(Z(F,))l is a 
power of 17, against Proposition O(d). Thus Z(F,) is noncyclic, whence 
Lemma 4.7 ensures that [K, Z(F,)] # 1. With Lemma 4.8 we conclude 
easily that Je(TI) < FI , so that TI is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G and Ni = 
NG(.L(TI)). 
Let (y) be the unique subgroup of P of order 3 satisfying CFl(y) # I, 
(y) f (x). Thus {FI} = kI*(P, x; 2) = I?,* (P, y; 2). If (x) - (y) in G 
then (x) - (y) in N(P) by a result of Burnside. In this case there is n E N(P) 
with (x)~ = (y>, soFIn = FI , so n E N1 . This is clearly false, so (x) + ( y), 
and it follows readily that both <x) and (y) are weakly closed in P with 
respect to G. So in any case we get N(P) < NI, so N(P) = PV where V is 
a 4-group (observe that P = C(P), otherwise the lemma follows by transi- 
tivity). 
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Now we turn our attention to F. Let N = N(F) with T a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of N. By Lemma 4.9, N is solvable, and of course F = O,(N(F)). If Je( T) <F 
then N = N(Je(T)), so N - Ni . But Ni is nonsolvable so this cannot occur. 
Hence jp(T) $ F, so we can choose an abelian subgroup A .< T with 
O’(A) = 1, m(A) = m(T), and A $ F. Now we may assume without loss that 
PT is a Hall (2, 3}-subgroup of N, in which case P = FN,(P) by a Frattini 
argument. As N(P) fixes the set of subgroups of P of order 3 distinct from (x) 
and (y) then N(P) < N, so we may assume that T = FV. Thus if 
a E A - A n F then a = fv for some f E F, v E V+. Let 2 = Qn,(Z(F)). 
Now u fixes both (x) and ( y), hence inverts at least one of them. But both x 
and y are fixed-point-free on F and 1 2: C,(a)1 = 1 2: CL(w)/ < 4. It follows 
that 1 2 1 < 16, so that 1 # W(P) centralizes 2, in particular W(P) is cyclic. 
But if (I), (s) are the subgroups of P of order 3 distinct from (u), (v) then 
F = <C,(r), CF(s)), so F = C,(r) x C,(s) by [17, Lemma 5.581. Thus as 
either Y 6 W(P) or s $ cl(P) we get C,(&(P)) # 1, against C,(X) = 1. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.11. Let (F} = M,*(P; 2). Then C,(x) # 1. 
Proof. Otherwise C,(X) = 1, so N = N,(F) is solvable by Lemma 4.9. 
Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of N which permutes with P, and set H = PT. 
Then F = O,(H) and, as is well known, F has class at most 2 since C,(x) = 1. 
Now uniqueness of F forces O,(C(x)) = 1, so by Lemma 4.8, P = C(P) 
and N(P) n N((x)) = PV with Y a 4-group. Uniqueness of F also forces 
N(P) < N, so either N(P) = PV or else N(P) = PV* with V* s D, and 
(x) not weakly closed in P with respect to G. In any case we have H = FN(P). 
Case 1. (x) is not weakly closed in P. We begin this case by showing 
that J&T) < F, so suppose false. Then there is an abelian group A < T 
with m(A) = m(T), al(A) = 1, A G F. We can assume that T = FV*, so if 
n E iz - A n F then a = fv with z1 E (Y*)# and moreover if 2 = sZ,(Z(F)) 
then 1 Z: C,(a)1 = / Z: C,(v)1 < 4. If ZI inverts any N(P)-conjugate of (x) 
then 1 Z I < 16, so [G(P), Z] = 1. But if (y) is the N(P)-conjugate of (x) 
distinct from (x), with (Y), (s) the remaining subgroups of P of order 3, 
then F = CF(r) x CF(s) by [17, Lemma 5.581. It follows that C,(.Q,(P)) # 1, 
contradiction. Hence 21 inverts no N(P)-conjugate of (x) in which case 
(x)v = (y), and we may assume that v inverts (r) without loss. These 
latter facts ensure that / A: A n F I = 2, so now 
1 z: C&z)~ = / z: C,(v)/ < 2. 
This forces j Z: C,(r)] < 4, hence as I Z I = / Cz(r)12 then I Z 1 < 16. As 
before, this yields C,(Q,(P)) # 1, a contradiction. We have therefore proved 
that Jk(T) :c F. 
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From this we easily deduce that T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, so that N 
contains a Hall (2, 3}-subgroup of G. Now as O,(C) = 1 then there is an 
involution i E C(x) inverting K. Then (i, r) is faithful on B = O,,(N(K)) 
by Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7, and K = C,(x). It follows that i inverts B, so that 
B is abelian of rank at least 3. If N(B) is nonsolvable then N(B) has 2-rank 2, 
so N(B) contains a 4-group U with i E U. C,(U) is cyclic for u E Cr by Lemma 
4.0(c), while C,(i) = 1. Hence B has rank 2, contradiction. This proves that 
N(B) is solvable, hence has 17-length 1, and hence that B is a Sylow 17-sub- 
group of G. 
Finally, we now have G = N(B)N, so N(B) n N contains a Hall (2, 3}- 
subgroup of N(B), say X, which contains x. But C,(x) has a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of order at least 8, whereas Sylow 2-subgroups of C,,,(x) have order 2. This 
contradiction completes the analysis of Case 1. 
Case 2. (x) is weakly closed in P. 
In this case we have H = FN(P) = FPV with V g (2,2) as before. It is 
enough to exhibit a characteristic subgroup 1 # X of T with X (I H, for 
then the argument of the last two paragraphs of Case 1 is sufficient to yield the 
desired contradiction. We may assume that T = FV, and that T is not a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
The latter fact allows us to assume the existence of a 2-element 
t E N(T) - N(F). Thus F # Ft and FFtP is a group. Suppose that FFtP f H. 
Then 1 FFt: F 1 = 2. Now the conditions of [20, Lemma 2.31 are satisfied by 
FFtP, in which case that lemma proves that F is the unique subgroup of its 
isomorphism class in FFt. As F s Ft this is absurd, and we deduce that 
H = FFtP; that is, T = FFt whenever t E N(T) - N(F). 
Suppose that F is abelian. We can choose g E Ft -F such that g = fv, 
f EF, v E V# and u inverts x. Then /F: C,(g)1 = 1 F: C,(v)\ < 4, so as 
C,(x) = 1 then 1 F / < 16. This forces al(P) to centralize F, a contradiction. 
Hence F is not abelian, so F has class exactly 2. 
Now set D = F n F1 so that I F: D j = 4. We get that D’ < Z(F) n Z(Ft). 
Suppose first of all that (x) normalizes D’. We can choose g GF~ -F with 
g = fu, f E F, ZI E V# such that z, inverts x. As g centralizes D’ then v also 
centralizes D’, hence x centralizes D’. Thus D is abelian. If D is not the unique 
abelian subgroup of F of index 4 then / F: Z(F)1 = 16, so [F, @(I’)] < Z(F). 
Now also JF(T) Z& F, so there is an abelian group A < T, W(A) = 1, 
m(A)=m(T), A$F. Choose aEA-AnF with a=fiq, f,EF, 
zli E Vs. Suppose we can choose z’~ so that o, inverts x. Then if Y = B(Z(F)) 
we have j Y : C*(a)1 = 1 Y: Cr(~r)/ < 4, so 1 Y 1 < 16 in this case, So 
G’(P) centralizes Y, so W(P) stabilizes the chain F k Z(F) k 1 and hence 
centralizes F. This is false, so zli must centralize x. Kow we get I’: C,-(a)1 = 
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1 Y: Cr(v,)I < 2, so [Y, V] = 1. Again we find, since [U’(P), or] = B’(P), that 
[Y, a(P)] = 1 and hence that ZP(P) centralizes F. 
This proves that D is the unique abelian subgroup of F of index 4, so D 
is P-invariant and moreover we get Dt = D. But then t E AU(D) = N(F), 
contradiction. 
Hence, we may suppose that (x) does not normalize D’ and hence does not 
normalize D either. As x is fixed-point-free on F then x normalizes 
D, = D n Dx, and 1 F: D, j = 16. A previous argument yields that D, 
is abelian. Now we have F = DD” and so as x is fixed-point-free on F 
we get Z(F) = Z(D) Z(D”). If Z(F) < D then Z(F) < Z(D), in which 
case we get Z(F) = Z(D) = Z(D”). If Z(Ft) Z$ D then Ff = DZ(Ft), 
so (F;‘)’ = D’. As (Fl)’ z F’ > D’, we get F’ = D’, so that m fixes D’. 
This contradicts an earlier assumption, so in fact Z(F’) ,< Z(D) = Z(F) 
which forces Z(F) = Z(Ft). Hence t E N(Z(F)) = IL’(F), a contradiction. 
So we have shown that Z(F) $ D. If F = DZ(F) then x fixes F’ = D’, a 
contradiction. So in fact 1 F: DZ(F)I = 2 = j Z(F): D n Z(F)l. Now 
Z(F) n D e Z(D) < Z(F), SO Z(D) = Z(F) n D, SO / Z(F): Z(D)1 = 2, 
which gives / Z(F): Z(D) n Z(D”)l = 4. Next, 2 ; Z(D)j = / Z(F)i = j Z(Ft)l, 
so Z(Ft) 4 D. If Ft = DZ(Ft) then Z(D) < Z(Ft). If j Ft: DZ(F’)l = 2 then 
) Z(Ft): Z(Ff) n D I = 2, so Z(Ft) n D < Z(D) and thus Z(D) = Z(Ft) n D 
So in any case Z(D) < Z(Ff). 
We may choose g EF~ -F with g = fv, f EF, v E I’#, and v inverting x. 
Then 1 = [Z(D) n Z(D”), g] = [Z(D) n Z(D”), v], so [x, Z(D) n Z(Dz)]=l, 
so Z(D) n Z(D”) = 1. As D n Da n Z(F) = Z(D) n Z(D”) = I and as 
DnDxdF then DnD”=l, so F=DxDx. Finally, we now get 
4 = j F: D / = 1 Dz I, so IF 1 = 16. In this case [F, 0l(P)] = 1, a contra- 
diction. The proof of the lemma is thus complete. 
LEMMA 4.12. Let (F} = I&*(P; 2), with N = IV,(F). Then IV is a non- 
solvable, maximal subgroup of G. Moreover C < IV, N contains a Sylow 
2-subgroup T of G, and N = Nc(J,(T)). 
Proof. By Lemma 4.11 we have C,(X) # 1, so by Lemma 4.8 we get 
C,(x) < O,(C). It quickly follows that C < N(F), and in particular N is 
nonsolvable. 
Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of N. We show that J&T) < F, in which 
case T is clearly a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Now Lemma 4.5 and a simple 
argument yields that O,,,,(N) = O,(N), so by Lemma 4.8, N/O,,,(N) g 
PGLa(17). If Z(F) is cyclic then j G: C,(Z(F))I is a power of 17, against 
Proposition O(d), so Z(F) is noncyclic. As we have seen before, this forces 
[K, Z(F)] f 1, and hence JJT) ,( F as required. 
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Finally, N is clearly a maximal subgroup of G, so all parts of the lemma are 
proved. 
We retain F, T, N as in the last lemma in what follows. 
LEMMA 4.13. (x) is the unique subgroup of P of order 3 with nonsolzable 
centralizer. 
Proof. Indeed, if y E lJ2,(P)# with C(y) nonsolvable, all of the preceding 
lemmas apply to C(y) in place of C(X). Hence, we get C,(y) f 1 by Lemma 
4.11, so O,(C( y)) # 1. Lemmas 4.8 and 4.10 then yield C(y) < 
N(O,(C(y))) < N, and the result follows. 
LEMMA 4.14. If Q EH(G$(P); 2) then Q < N. 
Proof. We have Q = (Co( y)i y E Qi(P)s) so we only need show that 
C,(y) < N by Lemma 4.12, so we may assume that (y) # (x). By Lemma 
4.13, C(y) is solvable, so as 3 E ~a we get Co(y) < O,(C( y)). As P is abelian 
then P < C(y), so O,(C(y)) has a P-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup U, say. 
As both U and Co(y) admit l&(P) we can choose a E O,,(C( y)) n C(sZ,(P)) 
such that C,(y) < Ua. Then we get Co(y) < Ua < ( U, a) < N, the latter 
containment following from Lemmas 4.10 and 4.12. The lemma follows. 
LEMMA 4.15. H(sZ,(P); 17) = (1). 
Proof. Otherwise, we may choose 1 f WEH*(Q~(P); 17), so that 
M = N(W) < G with W = O,,(M). First we show that M is solvable and 
contains a Sylow I7-subgroup of G. Now if M is solvable then W is evidently 
a Sylow 17-subgroup of G, so we may assume that M is nonsolvable. 
If O,(M) f 1 then 17 E 7rTT2 by Lemma 4.0(c). On the other hand we have 
S(M) n l&(P) = (s) by Lemma 4.13, while C,(X) = 1 by Lemma 4.5. 
From these facts we deduce that m(W) = 2 and that M is not 17-constrained. 
But then M/O,,,(M) has a subgroup W x E where E z PSLa(17). This 
forces SCN,( 17) + o , contradiction. Hence, O,(M) = 1. 
Now we have C,(x) = 1 as above, so m(W) > 2. Again, the above argu- 
ment yields that M is 17-constrained; for otherwise F*(M) = W x E with 
E E PSL,(17), against Lemma 4.0(c). 
Now since M/W is faithful on W with C,(X) = 1 we get m(W) > 4, so M 
has 2-rank 1 by Lemma 4.0(c). Hence, setting M = M/W, we deduce that 
M g O,(m) x SLa(17). In particular, N,(P) has Sylow 2-subgroups of 
order 2 and hence No(P) z& M. 
Now O,,(C(L?l(P))) is a 2-group by Lemma 4.5, while we have 
O,,(C(sZ,(P))) <F by Lemma 4.14. If m(O,,(C(J&(P))) > 2, let y E l&(P)+ 
be such that C,(y) f 1. Then (x} is faithful on C,(y), so m(C,(y)) 2 2. 
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Now a consideration of C,(y) quickly yields (with Lemma 4.0(c)) that 17 E riT2 , 
against m(w) > 4. Thus O,(C(sZ,(P))) has rank 1. Now we have C&Y) < 
O,(C(y)) and O,(C(y)) = 1 as SCNs(17) # $J. Hence, extending C,(y) 
to an element W* EI/I*(!Sl(P); 17), we get O,(C(J2r(P))) < N( W”). 
But O,(C(Q,(P))) is transitive onHo*(Qr(P), y; 17) so {W*} = kI*(Ql(P), 
y; 17) so W* = W. We now get N(P) < N(W), against an earlier reduction. 
This completes the proof that &‘is solvable and contains a Sylow 17-subgroup 
of G. 
Finally, we now get G = &IN, so 1 G: M 1 = 1 N: N n M I is a 17’- 
number. This forces IIP to contain a Sylow 17-subgroup of N, as well as 
Q,(P). Hence M n A7 is nonsolvable. This is not the case, and the lemma is 
proved. 
LEMMA 4.16. N is the unique maximal subgroup of G which contains 
WP). 
Proof. Suppose that l&(P) < M < G. By Lemma 4.15 we have 
O,,(hl) = 1, so if M is solvable then M = O,(M) N,%,(s2,(P)) < N by Lemma 
4.14. On the other hand if &1 is nonsolvable, then (x) = S(M) n Ql(P) by 
Lemma 4.13, in which case M = O,(M) N&x)) < N as before. The lemma 
follows. 
LEMMA 4.17. 17 E ul. 
Proof. Otherwise, we can choose W z (17, 17) such that H( W; 2) # (1). 
Let Q E M*( W, 2) with M = N(Q), and let llZz be a Sylow 2-subgroup of M. 
We may choose M to be a 2-local subgroup of G which maximizes / M I2 
subject to M having noncyclic Sylow 17-subgroups. As T is a Sylow Z-sub- 
group of G we may further assume that M, < T. Now if M is solvable then 
by [16, Lemma 4.41 IY% has a characteristic subgroup X f 1 such that 
NM(X) has noncyclic Sylow 17-subgroups. Maximality of / ICI l2 forces 
n/r, = T, so we may assume that TW is a group. By [17, Lemma 5.531 we 
get TW = N=&,,(T)) NTW(Z(J1(T))). Now in the proof of Lemma 4.12 we 
established that [Z(F), K] # 1, so that m(Z(F)) 3 8. From this it is straight- 
forward to deduce that both J,,(T) and J,(T) are contained in F. Then 
N = NLiP’N = WXWN)~ so TW < N. But this is impossible as K is 
a Sylow 17-subgroup of N. 
Thus M is nonsolvable. If M is 17-constrained then applying [16, Lemma 
4.41 to the group O,,,,(M) Mz forces Mz = T as before, and the argument of 
the last paragraph again yields a contradiction. So M is not 17-constrained, 
and it follows that Sylow 17-subgroups of M are abelian. Now 17 E 7~~ by 
Lemma 4.0(a), so O,,,(C(W)) is transitive on kI*(W, w; 2) for all w E W+. 
As W is faithful on Q there are elements wr , w2 E W# with <wr) # (w& and 
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Q EII*( IV, w1 ; 2) n II*(W, ws ; 2) so transitivity yields kI*(IV, wr ; 2) = 
l?I*( w, W‘J ; 2). 
Let IV* be a Sylow 17-subgroup of G which contains W. If W* is non- 
abelian then Z( W*) is cyclic by [17, Lemma 14.11. If wi E Z( W*) for some 
i = 1, 2 we get that W* fixes the set H*( W, wi ; 2), hence some conjugate 
of W* normalizes Q, contradiction. On the other’hand if neither wi or ws 
lies in Z( W*) we can choose w E N,,(W) with (w~)~ = (ws). Then w fixes 
the set II*( W, wi ; 2), so Sylow 17-subgroups of M = N(Q) are nonabelian, 
contradiction. 
We have shown that Sylow 17-subgroups of G are abelian. Thus if K* is a 
Sylow 17-subgroup of G which contains K we get firstly that G = NP, and 
then that nsEc Ng = nkEIc* Nk 3 K, a contradiction. This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
We are now in a position entirely analogous to that of [16, Sect. 41, and the 
remaining arguments are essentially the same as there. We begin with a 
definition; Y denotes the following set of subgroups SE s” if (a) S is a 
12, 3}-group of order divisible by 3; (b) S < N; (c) S has ,-rank at least 3. 
We now prove 
LEMMA 4.18. N is the unique maximal subgroup of G containing any element 
of 9. 
Proof. Otherwise, there is SE Y and a subgroup M < G with S < M, 
M 4 N. Among all such choices of M, choose M to maximize first j M n N 12, 
then / M I2 , then / M /. Since S < M and S has 2-rank at least 3 then 
O,(M) # 1, so M is a 2-local subgroup of G. By Lemma 4.17, M has cyclic 
Sylow 17-subgroups, while Lemma 4.16 ensures that M has cyclic Sylow 3- 
subgroups. Note that Lemma 4.16 implies that N contains a Sylow 3-sub- 
group of M. 
Now as S has 2-rank at least 3 then N n O,(M) # 1, so set D = N r\ O,(M) 
and suppose that D < O,(M). As N n M < N,(D) maximality of 1 M n N I2 
yields / N,(D)l, = 1 N n M 12. Now if N n M is nonsolvable then D = 
O,(N n M). As N n M contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of N,(D) we get 
N,(D) < D, so that F < D. Now J&T) = JJF) by Lemma 4.12, so that 
J&T) = J,(fil,) where n/r, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of M. Thus M < 
N(J,(T)) = N, a contradiction. 
So if D < O,(M) then N n M is solvable, so we may assume that 
N n M = S. Let S, , S, be Sylow 2-and Sylow 3-subgroups of S, respec- 
tively. As we have remarked before, S, is a Sylow 3-subgroup of 111. Suppose 
that 1 S, 1 > 9. Then by [17, Lemma 5.541 there is a characteristic subgroup 
I # X of S, such that al(&) < N,(X). Now NG(X) contains S, @(S,) E 9. 
and I W&U2 > ! S I2 - Maximality of JIM forces 1 N,,,(X)Is = j S 1s. As 
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X is characteristic in S, then S, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N and hence of G. 
But then O,(M) < S, , contradiction. 
This proves that Ss has order 3, and in particular that M is solvable. Now 
M is a 17’-group by Lemmas 4.16 and 4.17, so O,(S) < O,(M), that 
is, D = N n O,(M) 3 O,(S). S’ mce S contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
N,(D) we get N,(D) < O,(S) < D, so F < D. This yields Jp(F) = 
Je( T) 4 M as before, so M < N(J,(F)) = N, contradiction. 
This completes a proof that D = O,(M), that is O,(M) < N n M. If 
N n M is nonsolvable then N n M covers M/O,(M), so M < N, contra- 
diction. Thus in fact N n M is solvable. Now if M is nonsolvable then N n M 
is a {2,3}-group and so we may assume that N n M = S. This means that 
1 S I3 = 9, which leads to a contradiction as before. So we again have that M 
is solvable. Let Ml7 be a Sylow 17-subgroup of M permutable with S, ; 
then [Mi, , S,] = 1, so Ml, < C(S,) < N by Lemma 4.16. But then 
M = O,(M) NM(S,) < N by Lemma 4.16. This is a contradiction, and the 
lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 4.19. N is the unique maximal subgroup of G which contains T. 
Proof. For suppose that T < M < G. As 2 ET, then O,(M) # 1. If 
M has noncyclic Sylow 3-subgroup then M < N by Lemma 4.16, so we may 
assume that Sylow 3-subgroups of M are cyclic. As O,(M) # 1, Sylow 17- 
subgroups are cyclic by Lemma 4.17. 
Suppose that M is nonsolvable. If Je( T) < O,(M) then M < N(je( T)) = N, 
so we may assume that Je(T) $ O,(M). Hence C,(Z(O,(M))) is nonsolvable, 
in particular if M3 is a Sylow 3-subgroup of M then O,(M) n C(MJ # 1. 
Choose 1 # a E O,(M) n C(M& and suppose that M3 < NQ for g E G. 
By Lemma 4.16 we get C(M.J < Ng, in particular a E Ng.As CNp(a) contains 
So for some S E Y then C,(a) < Ng by Lemma 4.18. But then M n NO 
contains Sg for some SE P’, so M ,< Ng. As T < M then N = Ng, so 
M < N, contradiction. Thus M is solvable. 
If M3, is a Hall 3’-subgroup of M containing T we get 
which leads to i& ,( N as before. As T is a maximal 3’-subgroup of N then 
T = nil,* , that is, M3t is a 17’-group. Let M3 by a Sylow 3-subgroup of M, 
so that M = TM,. Evidently T + M, so if Q = O,(M) then 1 T: Q 1 = 2. 
Let (z) = sZ,(n/r,), and assume that C,(z) # 1 with a E CO(z)#. If z E NQ, 
g E G, we get a E C,(x) < Ng by Lemma 4.16. As before, successive applica- 
tions of Lemma 4.18 now yield C,(a) ,( Ng, M < No. As T < M then 
N = Ng > M as required. 
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So we may assume that C,(x) = 1, so that Q has class at most 2. Now if 
M < N then J&T) 4 Q, hence F g Q. It follows that T = FQ, so T/F 
has class at most 2. But T/F, being isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
PGL,(17), is dihedral of order 32 and so has class 4. This is a contradiction, 
and the lemma follows. 
We can at last prove 
LEMMA 4.20. Hypothesis 4.1 does not hold. 
Proof. Otherwise, all of the preceding lemmas are available. By a result 
of Gorenstein [5] G has at least two classes of maximal 2-local subgroups, 
so let M be a 2-local not conjugate to a subgroup of N and maximizing 
1 M n N I2 subject to this. We may assume that Mz = M A T is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of M. By Lemma 4.19 we have Mz < T. Lemmas 4.16 and 4.17 
imply that M has cyclic Sylow p-subgroups, p = 3, 17. 
If M is nonsolvable then either JJMJ < O,(M) or else C,(Z(O,(M)))) is 
nonsolvable. If the former case occurs we get M = N,(J,(M,)) < NG(Jk(MJ), 
so maximality yields M < N, a contradiction. Suppose that C,(Z(O,(M))) is 
nonsolvable. As O,(M) < T and M is 2-constrained then Z(T) < Z(O,(M)). 
It follows that M < C(Z(T)) < N, the second containment by Lemma 4.19. 
This is also false, and we deduce that M is solvable. 
Let {n/l, , M3 , MIT} be a Sylow system of M, where M, is a Sylow p-sub- 
group of M, p = 2, 3, or 17. If Je(MJ < O,(M) maximality yields 
M < N, a contradiction, so JJMJ 6 O,(M). It follows easily that 
[Ml, , Z(O,(M))] = 1. Suppose M,, f 1. Now by Lemma 4.17 we have that 
Z(O,(M)) is cyclic, so M = C,(Z(O,(M))). But Z(T) ,( Z(O,(M)), so 
M < C(Z(T)) < N by Lemma 4.19. So Ml, = 1. 
If 1 Ma / > 9 then maximality and [17, Lemma 5.541 yield W(MJ < N, 
so by Lemma 4.16 we get M = O,(M) NM(W(MJ) < N. So we may assume 
that 1 M3 / = 3. Now M is evidently a maximal subgroup of G, 1 M : M, j = 3, 
and N,(M,) z& M. As G acts primitively on the right cosets of M and as M 
has an orbit of length 3 in this action, we may apply a theorem of Wong [21] 
and obtain a contradiction. The lemma is proved. 
We now assume 
HYPOTHESIS 4.2. Sylow 3-subgroups of G are non-abelian. 
We retain the notation established at the outset, that is P, is a Sylow 3- 
subgroup of O,>,,(C), C = C,(X), (x) = &(P,). By Lemma 4.3 and 
Hypothesis 4.2 we have 1 P,, j < 9, and if P* is a Sylow 3-subgroup of G 
containing P then j P* j < 35. We further set Q = Q,(P), so that Q = 
(x, l&(Z(P*))). As the subgroups of Q of order 3 distinct from K&(Z(P*)) 
are conjugate within P* then l&(Z(P*)) is weakly closed in Q with respect 
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to G. We set ( y> = O,(Z(P*)) an d re ain this notation for the duration of t 
Hypothesis 4.3. 
We begin with 
LEMMA 4.21. The following hold. 
(a) C&y) is solvable. 
(b) (Y> = Q n O,,,,(C). 
Proof. (a) is immediate since P* is nonabelian. As for (b), let (v) = 
Q n O,,,,(C). Now there is a 2-element t E O,,,,(C) which normalizes, but 
not centralize, (v). Moreover t centralizes (x), so t interchanges the remaining 
2 subgroups of Q of order 3, call them (r), (s). As (r) N (s) and (x) is not 
weakly closed in Q we must have (x) N (r} N (s) in G. As (y) is weakly 
closed in Q we conclude that (y) = (v}, as required. 
LEMMA 4.22. The following conditions hold. 
(4 &(P*; 2) f (11. 
(b) O,(C) f 1. 
Proof. Suppose first of all that there is 1 # F EI&(Q; 2) with C,(y) # 1. 
Since C(y) is solvable and 3 E rs this yields 1 # C,(y) < O,(C(y)), so as 
(y) < Z(P*) then (a) follows. So in proving (a) we may assume that there is 
no such F. We deduce that O,(C) has odd order, for otherwise we may take 
any Q-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup of O,(C) to be F (cf. the proof of Lemma 
4.1). Similarly, if C = C/O,(C), we may assume that C = p, x E(C), 
E(C) s PSL,(17), for otherwise we have C g p,, x PGLs(17) in which 
case C&P) contains an involution. 
Now let P be a 4-group of O,,,,(C) such that N(Y) contains Q, and set 
N = N(V), F = O,(N). Q,, = PO x (y) is a Sylow 3-subgroup of iV so N 
is solvable. From the previous paragraph we have that C,(y) = 1 and 
1 C,(z)I = 1 or 4 if (z} is a conjugate of (x) in Q. Thus 1 F 1 < 43. As (y) is 
weakly closed in Qr, then Sylow 2-subgroups of NN(QO) are elementary of 
order at most 4. We will show that F is characteristic in a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of A? This is of course impossible so (a) will have been established. Let T 
be a Sylow 2-subgroup of iV. 
If j T: F / = 2 then the conditions of [20, Lemma 2.31 hold, so we get 
F char T as required. So we may assume that 1 T: F 1 = 4, in which case 
T = FU where Us (2,2) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of NN(QO). Since (x) = 
~,(Cq,(~V) 4 NN(QO) it follows that all three conjugates of (x) in Q have 
nontrrvral fixed-points on F, so 1 F 1 = 64. If F is abelian that F is elementary. 
In this case we get Je( T) = F char T as required. Hence, we may assume that 
F is nonabelian. 
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This latter fact implies that maximal elementary abelian subgroups of F 
are all of order 16 (for since Y is fixed-point-free on F then (A, AY) is abelian 
whenever A is abelian, A <F). Assuming F is not characteristic in T, T 
contains a subgroup F,, with F, g F # F,, . Since FF,( y) is a group, [20, 
Lemma 2.31 yields FF,, = T, so D = F A F, has order 16. In fact since 
T is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of G we may assume that there is a 2-element 
t E N,(T) - T with t2 E T and F,, = P. Thus t E N,(D). 
Now it is clear that the only Q-invariant elementary abelian subgroups of F 
of order 16 are V x C,(x,) and V x C,(x,) where (xi> are the subgroups 
of Q of order 3 and distinct from (x), (y), i = 1, 2. Suppose that F has a 
third elementary abelian subgroup of order 16, say E. As E +I EQ then F 
contains at least five distinct elementary subgroups of order 16, namely, 
V x C,(q), V x C,(x,), E, E”, Ez2. Since any two such elementary 
subgroups intersect in precisely V we get that each element of F lies in some 
such elementary subgroup, so F is elementary. This is false, so F has precisely 
2 maximal elementary subgroups each of which admits Q. 
Now suppose that D is elementary abelian. Then D admits Q, so t E N(D) = 
N(F) = N, contradiction. So D is not elementary abelian, in which case 
V = sZ,(Z(D)). Now we get that t E N(D) < N(V) = N, contradiction. 
This finally completes the proof of (a). 
Finally, since &(P*; 2) # (1) then of course kI,(P; 2) # {l), so choose 
F E I?I,*(P; 2). As P is faithful on F = (C,(z)l x f Q#) and as all subgroups 
of Q of order 3 and distinct from (y) are conjugate then we may assume that 
[C,(X), PJ # 1 where P = P,, x PI . By the structure of C we get 
[C,(x), PI1 < O,*(C), so as P acts nontrivially on a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
O,(C) then O,(C) has 2- rank at least 3. Now part (b) follows immediately 
from Lemma 4.0(c), and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
LEMMA 4.23. O,(C) = O,(C). 
Proof. Otherwise, there is a nonidentity, P-invariant Sylow 17-subgroup 
W of O,(C). Extend W to an element W* EH,*(P; 17). Then N(W*) is 
nonsolvable and so P is a Sylow 3-subgroup of iV( W*). 
Suppose that C,*(y) # 1. Since O,,(C(P)) is transitive on Mo*(P, 
y; 17) this yields 1 N(W*)I, = 1 P* 1 > 1 PI, a contradiction. Hence, 
C,,(y) = 1, and in particular m(W*) > 2. Since O,(C) + 1 by Lemma 
4.21 we get 17 E ns by Lemma 4.0(c), so in fact we have m(W) = m( W*) = 2. 
As C,,(y) = 1 it follows that [x, W*] = I, that is W = W*. Since x now 
centralizes a Sylow 17-subgroup of N(W*) an easy argument yields that 
N( W*), and hence also C, contains a Sylow 17-subgroup of G. 
Next, extend O,(C) to an element F EII*( W; 2) and set A = N(F). We will 
show that N contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. At least, F = O,(N) and N is 
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nonsolvable. Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of N. If Je( T) < F then T is clearly 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, so we may assume that Je( T) 4 F. Since W has 
rank 2 then N/O,,,,(N) h as a normal subgroup isomorphic to SLa(17) and 
N/O,,,,(N) has 2-rank at most 2. An easy argument now yields that 
[IV, Z(F)] = 1. Finally, let z E Z(F)+! be a central involution of G. Then 
WF < C(z) so F < O,,,(C(z)). M aximality of F forces F to be a Sylow 2- 
subgroup of O,,(C(z)), so N = N(F) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(z) 
and hence of G. 
With N as in the last paragraph, we now get G = NP*. As y EN then 
f-b Ng = f&p* N” 2 (Y>> a contradiction which proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.24. Let K be a Sylow 17-subgroup of C, so that 1 K 1 = 17, and 
set L = N(K). Then O,(L) = 1. 
Proof. Note that K has order 17 by Lemma 4.23. As K centralizes P,, 
then P,, is clearly a Sylow 3-subgroup of L. Suppose that O,(L) # 1. Then the 
argument of Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7 implies the existence of a proper subgroup 
M of G of index a power of 3 and containing (x). As j P* j < 35 by Lemma 
4.3 we have 1 G : M / < 34, so G c-+ &, so Sylow 17-subgroups of G are 
elementary. As O,(L) # 1 then 17 E ~a by Lemma 4.0(c) and so Sylow 17- 
subgroups of L are of order 172. In this case (x) centralizes a Sylow 17-sub- 
group of L, a contradiction. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 4.25. Hypothesis 4.2 does not hold. 
Proof. Otherwise Lemmas 4.21 through 4.24 are available. We retain the 
notation established above. 
Extend O,(C) to an element F EM,(P; 2) maximal subject to N(F) being 
nonsolvable and set N = N,(F). Thus F = O,(N) and P is a Sylow 3-sub- 
group of N. 
Yext we prove 
(*) O,,(C(P)) is transitive onHc*(P, y; 2). Indeed, choose two elements 
D, , D, E &*(P, y; 2) not conjugate via O,,(C(P)) and which maximize 
D = D, n D, subject to this condition. As C(y) is solvable a standard 
argument yields D # 1. Setting M = N(D) < G, we conclude that D is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of O,,(M) and that M is nonsolvable. This latter fact 
ensures that P is a Sylow 3-subgroup of M. Now D < NDi(D) < M for 
i = 1, 2, so D $l&,*(P; 2). But the only a-groups of M/O,,(M) normalizes 
by P are centralized by P, so NDi(D) < DC,(P), so NDI(D) < DH where 
C,v(P) = P x H. At this point we get an easy contradiction, so (*) follows. 
We return to consideration of N = N,(F). Note that C,(y) # 1 by the 
proof of Lemma 4.1. Hence if F E kI,*(P; 2) we get F E &*(P, y; 2). In this 
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case an easy consequence of (*) is that 1 N ja = [ P* 1 > 1 P /, contradiction. 
It follows that F $II,*(P; 2), so extend F to an element F* E EII,*(P; 2). 
By the structure of N we see that j F* : F 1 = 2 and that C,(P) covers F*/F. 
Suppose that J#*) <F. Then N(F*) < N(J,(F)). However N(JJF)) is 
nonsolvable, so by maximality of F we have that F is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
O,,(N(J,(F))). It follows that F* EH&,(P; 2) and hence that F* E&*(P, 
y; 2). As in the last paragraph (*) now yields 1 P* 1 = 1 N(F*)13 = 
/ N(J,(F))j = j P 1, a contradiction. We conclude that JJF*) 4 F, so we can 
choose an abelian subgroup A < F* such that al(A) = 1, m(A) = m(F*), 
A$F.Thusifa~A-FthenF*=F{a). 
Now we have O,~,,(N)(a)/O,(N) E PGL,(17), and moreover O,(N) = 
O,(N) as follows easily from Lemma 4.23. Since a centralizes a hyperplane of 
sZ,(Z(F)) and since a inverts a Sylow 3-subgroup of O,,,,(N)/O,(N)it follows 
immediately that C,(sZ,(Z(F))) is nonsolvable, in particular K centralizes 
Z(F), K as in Lemma 4.24. Since now Z(F) <L = N(K), and since 
O,(L) = 1 by Lemma 4.24, we conclude that Z(F) is cyclic. Set <z) = 
QMW 
As N < C(z) choice of F forces F to be a Sylow 2-subgroup of O,(C(z)) = 
O,(C(z)), the latter equality by Lemma 4.23. So in fact C(z) = N. Of course, 
since Z(F) is cyclic then also Z(F*) is cyclic, that is (z) = Qn,(Z(F*)). It 
follows that N(F*) < C(z) = N, h ence F* EM,*(P, y; 2). Finally, we may 
apply (*) as before to conclude that 1 P* j = / N(F*)i, = 1 N I3 = 1 P 1, 
a contradiction. The lemma is proved. 
As a consequence of Lemmas 4.20 and 4.25 we have now established the 
main theorem of this paper. 
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